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Abstract: Association rules are generated to find out relation between item sets in database. So when it comes to large datasets,
generating association rules becomes crucial. There are various techniques which are used to generate association rules such as Apriori
algorithm and FP Growth algorithm. To find relation between item sets in database, association rule mining technologies are used.
Many organizations uncover their information or data for mutual profits to find some useful information for some decision making
purpose and improve their business. But this database may contain some secret data and which the organization doesn't want to
uncover. In this paper, a heuristic based algorithm named EMDSRRC (Enhanced Modified Decrease Support of R.H.S. item of Rule
Clusters) to hide the sensitive association rules with multiple items in consequent (R.H.S) and antecedent (L.H.S) is proposed. FP
growth algorithm is used for generating rules and then selects items based on transactions to hide the sensitive information. We have
proposed an algorithm EMDSRRC which uses FP growth algorithm to generate rules to overcome limitation in MDSRRC (Modified
Decrease Support of R.H.S. item of Rule Clusters) which uses Apriori algorithm to generate rules.
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1. Introduction
Association rule mining plays crucial role in many
organizations. There are organizations where datasets are
very large or some with moderate datasets. Association rules
are generated from these datasets by analysing datasets.
Frequent pattern mining is the widely researched field in data
mining because of its importance in many real life
applications. Many algorithms are used to mine frequent
patterns which give different performance on different
datasets. Apriori and FP Growth is the initial basic algorithm
used for frequent pattern mining[1]. The premise of this
paper is to find major issues/challenges related to algorithms
used for frequent pattern mining with respect to transactional
database and hiding sensitive association rules. A database
layout tells how data is represented. There are two layouts
which are in common use, horizontal layout and the vertical
layout. In horizontal layout there are two columns. First
represents the transaction id and second represents the items
bought in that transaction. In vertical layout the first column
represent the item id and the second shows the transactions id
in which the particular item is bought. There is a third layout
also known as projected layout. This is not a physical layout.
In this layout the system records only the transaction
identifier and associated item. It is a divide and conquer
mechanism which reduces the size of database recursively by
considering only the longest pattern. A frequent pattern is a
pattern which occurs in comparatively more transactions. A
frequent itemset is an itemset whose support is greater than
some user-specified minimum support[2].
Privacy Preserving Data mining technique is used. In this
technique, no private information is opened up[2]. In this
paper we have proposed MDSRRC algorithm which removes
limitations in DSRRC. Let us take example, a computer store
purchases laptops from two companies, X and Y, both can
fetch customers database of the store. Now X applies data
mining techniques and mines association rules related to Ys
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products. X had found that most of the customers who buy
laptop of the Y also buy accessories. Now X offers home
discount on accessories if customer purchases Xs laptop. As
result the business of Y goes down. So in this way releasing
the database with private information is prone to this
problem. This situation promotes research on private rules
(or knowledge) hiding in database [5].
In this paper, New introduced EMDSRRC uses FP growth
algorithm which uses sensitivity to hide itemsets in rules.
The presented paper is organized in five sections: the first
section contains the introduction; the second section presents
a brief description of FP Growth algorithm. The third section
gives the methodology used for hiding sensitive association
rules. The fourth section presents a comparative analysis of
the algorithms used under varying conditions. Fifth section
gives the conclusion and in the last references is listed.

2. Generating Rules Using FP Growth
In existing algorithm MDSRRC Apriori algorithm is used.
Apriori is the simplest algorithm which is used for mining of
frequent patterns from the transaction database. The main
limitation of Apriori algorithm is that the candidate set
generation is not time efficient, when there is a large number
of patterns and/or long patterns exist. Apriori algorithm uses
large item set property which is easy to implement, but it
repeatedly scan the database [8]. Apriori takes more time to
scan the large Frequents patterns. The frequent pattern tree
(FP-tree) is used for storing compressed, important
information about frequent patterns, and developed a pattern
growth method, FP-growth, for efficient mining of frequent
patterns in large databases. FP Growth is basic initial
algorithm used for frequent pattern mining. Fp algorithm uses
divide and conquer approach and it is more efficient than
apriori algorithm and also a time efficient and gives better
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performance.
FP tree consists of one root labeled as “root” and a set of
item prefix sub-trees as the children of the root, and a
frequent item header table. Each node in the item prefix subtree consists of three fields: item-name, count, and node-ink,
in which item-name registers which item this node represents,
count registers the number of transactions represented by the
portion of the path reaching this node, and node-link links to
the next node in the FP tree carrying the same item-name, or
null if there is none. Each entry in the frequent-item header
table consists of two fields, (1) item-name and (2) head of
node link, which points to the first node in the FP-tree
carrying the item-name. FP-Growth is divided into three
steps.
Step 1: Database is fetched and then count of items is taken.
On the basis of minimum support threshold, frequent items
are selected and sorted.
Step 2: FP tree is then initialized. From the frequent items a
node list is created which will be connected to nodes of the
tree. After initialization the database is fetched again. This
time, item is added to the tree structure, if an item in a
transaction is selected as frequent
Step 3: Starting from the least frequent item, a frequent
pattern finder procedure is called recursively. If the support
count of the patterns is found to be frequent, then they are
displayed.

3. Hiding Sensitive Association Rules using
EMDSRRC
Association rule hiding problem can be stated as: converting
the original database into sanitized database. Sanitized
database is a database on which mining on private rules is not
possible only non private rules will be available. A problem
can be defined as:
Let D be the traditional (original) database, R be set of
association rules and subset S be set of private rules which
database owner want to hide. And D’ is sanitized database.
So problem is to find D’ such that when mining is done on
D’,all private rules in S will be hidden and all non private
rules can be mined.
The reason behind association rule hiding is to satisfy the
following conditions
1. Private database must not reveal any private rules.
2. Private database must facilitate mining of all non private
rules.
3. Private database must not generate any new rules, not
present in D.
The problem of finding an optimized private database, which
satisfies all these conditions, has been proved as NP-hard. In
existing algorithm MDSRRC, Apriori algorithm is used for
generating rules in which candidate set generation is costly,
when there are a large number of patterns and/or long
patterns exist[8]. So it reduces the performance of MDSRRC.
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Hence to overcome this limitation, EMDSRRC is proposed
where FP growth algorithm is used to generate rules in which
divide and conquer approach is used and it is more efficient
than Apriori algorithm and is also a time and efficient gives
better performance[7][8].
Proposed algorithm hides rules with multiple items in L.H.S
and multiple data items in R.H.S. So the rule is like aX→bY.
Here b is an item selected by proposed algorithm in order to
reduce the support of the R.H.S. and reduce the confidence
of the rule below MCT. 1 is replaced to 0 in some transaction
to decrease the support of selected items.
Some essential definitions of terms are used in the algorithm
is as follow:
1. Sensitivity of Item: is number of private rules which
contain this item.
2. Sensitivity of Transaction: is the total of sensitivities of all
private items which are inclusive in that
transaction.
The algorithm is starts with mining the association rule from
the original database D using association rule mining
algorithm e.g. FP growth algorithm. Then user specifies some
rules as private rules (S) from the rules generated. Then
algorithm counts occurrences of each item in R.H.S of
private rules. Now algorithm detects IS(Set of items present
in consequent of private rules with decreasing order of their
frequency in consequent of private rules)= {is0, is1… isk }
k≤n, by arranging those items in decreasing order of their
counts. After that sensitivity of each item is calculated then
sensitivity of each transaction is calculated. Then transactions
which support is0 are sorted in descending order of their
sensitivities.
Now hiding rule is started by selecting first transaction from
the sorted transactions with high sensitivity, item is0 is
deleted from that transaction. Then support and confidence of
all private rules is updated and if any rules have support and
confidence below MST (minimum support threshold) and
MCT (minimum confidence threshold) respectively then it is
deleted from S. Then sensitivity of each item, transaction and
IS is updated. Again transaction with higher sensitivity is
selected and is0 is deleted from it. This process is carried on
until all private rules are hidden[10]. In this way, modified
transactions are updated in the original database and new
database (sanitized) is generated D’.Proposed algorithm
MDSR1RC is used to hide the private rules from database.
Given a database D, MCT and MST algorithm generates
sanitized database D’. Sanitized database hides all private
rules and maintains data quality[5].
1. Apply FP growth on given database D. Generate all
possible association rules R.
2. Select set of rules S as private rules, Calculate sensitivity
of each item j & Calculate sensitivity of each Transaction.
3. Count occurrences of each item in R.H.S of private rules.
Select the transactions which supports is0, then sort them
in descending order of their sensitivity. If two transactions
have same sensitivity then sort those in ascending order of
their length.
4. While(S is not empty)
5. Start with first transaction from sorted transactions,
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6. Delete item is0 from that transaction.
7. For each rule S
8. Update support and confidence of the rule r.
9. If(support of r < MST or confidence of r < MCT)
10. Delete Rule r from S and Update sensitivity of each item.
11. Update IS (This may change is0).
12. Update the sensitivity of each transaction.
13. Select the transactions which are supports is0,
14. Sort those in descending order of their sensitivity.
15. Else take subsequent transaction from sorted transactions,
go to step .
16. End

And then sanitized database is created in which private rules
are hidden. This done by updating support and conﬁdence of
private rules which are marked as per requirement.
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Figure 1: Comparative Result of MDSRRC and EMDSRRC
In proposed algorithm EMDSRRC, we have implemented
FP growth algorithm to generate rules and hide sensitive
rules accordingly. And we have also implemented Apriori
algorithm generate rules for comparison with FP growth
algorithm So Apriori and FP growth algorithms are applied
on database check the efficiency. Here log ﬁle of a web
browser was ven as input to both the algorithms. And time
taken by both the algorithms is shown in Fig. 1 shows that FP
growth algorithm is efﬁcient than Apriori as it takes less time
to generate rules and hide private rules to generate sanitized
database.
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5. Conclusion
In this way, we have implemented EMDSRRC algorithm, in
which private rules are hidden to maintain privacy and
quality data. In this paper, we have generated association
rules using FP growth algorithm which is time efﬁcient than
Apriori Algorithm. Result shows that proposed EMDSRRC
which uses FP growth algorithm to generate rules and
consequently hide sensitive rules to generate sanitized
database is more time efﬁcient than MDSRRC which used
Apriori algorithm. FP growth uses FP tree to generate rules.
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